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"Haha! That's right. It's me! Alfred, I didn't expect you to reach the Peak Almighty State. It's no wonder you and your Dragon

Guards manage to kill so many members of the criminal list!" Hades smirked.

The Southern Boss reached out to the Demon Lord and Hades, and Hades did not agree to the request at first.

However, he soon recalled something important.

Criminals on the criminal list perished one after another recently, leaving only three criminals on the list.

The southern branch especially took the Poisonwielder down, the Scarlet Thief, and Asmodeus alone. Though he did not know

how the Dragon Guards from the southern region managed to do so, he knew that if this continued, the Dragon Corps would

soon turn their focus on the top three criminals.

This alerted Hades and he decided at the last minute to sneak his way to the southern region and spy on the Dragon Guards to

investigate the death of the other criminals so that he could avoid suffering the same fate.

Because of that, he followed Alfred when he hurried to Leon's rescue. Upon seeing the Southern Boss in danger, Hades decided

to help the Southern Boss after a moment of hesitation.

"Hades, why are you here? Are you here to help me?" The

Southern Boss asked in anticipation, the despair within him fading within an instant.

"Hades, how dare you come to the southern region and work with the Southern Boss? Since you're here, today will be the day

you die!" Alfred snapped out of the initial shock in rage.

He already learned from Arthurthat the Southern Boss formed an alliance with the Demon Lord, and upon seeing Hades, he

instantly concluded that Hades was also hired by the Southern Boss.

Without hesitation, he waved his arm and the Dragon Guards immediately surrounded Hades and the Southern Boss.

"Like the few of you can harm me. What a joke!" Hades scoffed and stared at the Dragon Guards in contempt.

He ranked second on the criminal list and reached the Peak Almighty State a few years ago.

With his strength, even the Dragon Corps in the central region struggled to deal with him, so he had no fear of Alfred and his

subordinates.

"Very well! You asked for this! I shall have your head! Dragon Guards, eliminate the Southern Boss and Hades!" Alfred laughed

and commanded an attack.

Hades was an infamous criminal and the Southern Boss partnered with two criminals to commit murder, so Alfred saw no reason

he should hold back.
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